
 The teacher prompts all the students to write the letters that represent each sound in the bottom row of boxes,
pointing out any letters that follow new spelling rules or are "rule breakers," by highlighting them in yellow or
red respectively. Finally, all students spell the whole word aloud and write it on the line below the boxes. 

 The student whose turn it is performs the rolled movement as they say
each sound in the word out loud. Other kinesthetic movements can be
substituted. After the target student has modeled segmenting the word
with the selected movement, all students repeat the sounds that they

hear as they mark a dot in the top row of their Elkonin boxes.

Next the one student rolls the "movement dice" and segments the target word with that movement. 

The word is "many."
What's the word?

"Rules we are learning" 
Regularly spelled words with new
spelling rules such as chip & see

"Rule followers" 
Regularly spelled CVC or CVCC words
such as let & just

"Rule breakers"
 Permanently irregularly
spelled words such as said & of

/m/ /e/ /n/ /iː/

m    n y
many

First, the teacher or student pulls a word card from a deck of green, yellow, and red words. 

The teacher reads the  the chosen
word aloud without showing it, and
all students repeat. 

 

How to play:

 
 many!

many! many! many!

m    n y

/m/ /e/ /n/ /iː/ /m/ /e/ /n/ /iː/

a a
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In many the teacher highlights the letter a in red because it breaks spelling rules. The teacher  highlights
the letter y in yellow to show that y sometimes makes the /iː/ sound at the end of a word. 




